Join NAMI Essex/Passaic:

**What:** Interactive Zoom presentation pertaining to Estate Planning, Special Needs Trusts, and ABLE accounts

**When:** Tuesday, March 9 from 6:30-8 pm

**Where:** You must pre-register to attend. Register here: [https://forms.gle/i9ik6Q7R5nNBsAG69](https://forms.gle/i9ik6Q7R5nNBsAG69)

**Who:** Maria Fischer, Esq. Hinkle, Prior and Fischer, P.C.

**Detailed Information:**

- Few parents know that there are several different kinds of special needs trusts, and the differences between them are vast. If you use the wrong type of trust, the consequences could range anywhere from having to pay an unnecessary tax burden, to needlessly forking over significant assets to Medicaid, to even jeopardizing your child’s access to government benefits and services. This presentation will walk through the differences between each type of trust and ABLE Accounts and carefully explain the situations when each trust should be utilized to maximize the benefit for your child. This presentation includes a Q&A for attendees.

Attorneys at Hinkle, Prior & Fischer, P.C., have over 70 years of combined experience providing specialized legal services to families of children and adults with a wide range of disabilities, and seniors. We have argued many of the precedent-setting cases affecting individuals with disabilities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.